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INTRODUCTION
2021 was the year of mushrooms. Mushrooms were around every corner that I looked: all over
my Instagram feed, on articles of clothing for multiple clothing businesses, and on a myriad of
arts and crafts on my Pinterest board. It is safe to say that I was obsessed with mushrooms
during this time.

Here is a screenshot of my Pinterest board I made specifically for mushrooms:

When I started this project of hand-lettering, I didn’t know exactly what I wanted to do. A
typeface with mushrooms was only one of twenty that I had. After research and sketches, I
decided mushrooms was the way to go.
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RESEARCH
When doing research for any project, I always start with finding inspiration photos of other
peoples’ work. I never know which direction I want to go in, so these examples that I find are
always a big help for me. I found that there was a theme forming around the research inspiration
photos I gathered: flowers or plants wrapped around the letters. I figured this would be the
direction I would head in. However, when sketching out ideas, I still branched out to see if there
were any other styles I liked.
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IDEATION
I made simple, rough sketches in a variety of styles and still found myself leaning towards the
letters where things were wrapping around and in between letters.
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SKETCHES
I found a few grids to follow that are specifically for typefaces. This is the one that I used:

I printed out the grid and placed tracing paper over it to make sure all of the proportions were
correct and the same. During my research, I discovered that I thoroughly enjoy letters with
large, bulbous terminals, so I made sure to include that in my design.
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REVISIONS
When I started building each letter in Adobe Illustrator, I realized that I used the grid wrong. For
example, look at the ‘a’ and ‘b’ in the photo below. The ascender of the ‘b’ reached the x-height
of the ‘a’. If I did it correctly the first time, the bowl of the ‘b’ would reach the x-height of the ‘a’.

To fix this, I typed out letters and placed guidelines to use as reference for my letters.
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FINALIZATIONS
Once the letters were fixed from the painstaking issue that I had on the previous page, I started
picking out colors. I wanted to stick with earth tones for my color palette to create a more
mellow, calming sensation. I chose browns and oranges to make the letters have a warmth to
them. For the background, I wanted something simple that didn’t take away the attention to the
letters. However, a solid, flat colored background was too boring. To make it more interesting, I
added a paper texture.
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MOCKUPS
As a designer, mockups are what truly make your work come alive. I placed the whole alphabet
into a poster, focused on one letter by putting it on a mug, and then showed the typeface in use
by making it a “Thank You” card.
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CONCLUSION
It is amazing to see how hours of hard work can come together and finally turn into something
that one can be extremely proud of. During this incredibly long process, I often became
frustrated at myself for making many mistakes. Looking back, I’m glad I made those mistakes
because each one taught me something new about typography and about myself as a creator. I
learned so much about the creative process behind typography, and I gained a new respect for
artists that make typefaces from scratch.

Oh! Also... I entered this typeface into the student section of AAF-NEA Awards (American
Advertising Federation of Northeast Arkansas), and I placed in Silver! I am very proud of how far
this project has come.
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